
THE NEW WORLD

100 WEBSITE

KEY BENEFITS TO MEMBERS



THE NEW SITE

WAS BUILT

WITH MEMBERS

IN MIND

KEY  BENEFITS

New member dashboard
Easier access to insights and resources
Improved members page
Easier navigation
Improved events pages
Improved research pages and tracker
dashboards



The new site features a new and
improved dashboard when you login.
From here you will be able to access
files, member only content and review
your profile information, including a
password reset. 

It is now possible for more than one
person from each member institution to
have a login to the site. Each individual
user is a member of a university group
and a membership year group. This will
ensure everyone has access to the right
content, whether it's bespoke reports or
generalised membership material such
as event presentations. 



NEWS  AND

RESOURCES  PAGE

We now have a new news and resources page. This means that the full range of W100 insights
into reputation, including blog posts, event presentations, research reports and summaries and
more are available in one place. They are also filterable and searchable making it easier to locate
a specific resource. You can filter by topic, resource type or even keyword search - so for
example, a search for 'rankings' will bring up relevant W100 research reports, conference
presentations and blog content.

Although a preview of all content is available to all site visitors, full access to the files is
restricted to members only. Once you are logged in to the site you will be able to download these,
as long as you have the right access (it is relevant to your university or membership year). 



We have improved the look of the public facing member pages.

We have created a neater layout to make the information more
digestible. 

As well as the improved overall look of the pages, we have also
replaced the sometimes temperamental RSS feeds with a more
visual, reliable twitter feed, allowing visitors the chance to see the
social media content your teams put so much work into. 

We have kept the facts and figures scroller to show off the things
your institution is proud of. We also include more facts based
around research (where these were available). 

The page now also features a section dedicated to your
instituion's mission, strategy, goals and/or values. 

Please let us know if you would like any content updates, as these
pages need to work for you as well as for us. 

DEDICATED MEMBER

PAGES



SIMPLIFIED NAVIGATION

AND MENU
Member Dashboard will automatically guide you to the most relevant information. 

Our new simplified menu and navigation makes it easier for you to find what you're looking for.  

The main menu only houses our key pages, which all have in page navigation via text links, buttons
and images. 

We now also have significantly fewer pages making the user experience and user journey simpler
when trying to find out more about us and our services. But don't worry, all the content is still there. 



IMPROVED EVENTS PAGES 

Our event pages are now more visual, and vibrant reflecting the experience of attendees. 

Menu options are minimised, with navigation being mainly through buttons and images to better display the diversity of our events and event locations. The
presentations made by the range of high-quality global speakers at each of our conferences are now easily accessible via a carousel within the event page.



IMPROVED RESEARCH PAGES AND

TRACKER DASHBOARDS

Unique research into key elements of higher education reputation is a core benefit
of W100 Membership. We have kept the research library, but made it much more
visual and easier to view the range of research projects. We have also included a
brief description of what each project was about to demonstrate the depth and
scope of our research library. 

Each project has it 's own page consisting of an overview of the study, including its
aims and rationale, as well as an overview of our methodology. We have also
included a brief overview of the main findings and a section of the key stats and
results in a visualised format.  

The results of our International Reputation Tracker pilot project will  be published
early in the new membership year.  The website will  provide easy access to a highly-
visual and interactive dashboard to help you maximise understanding of the data.
Information about the UK Reputation Tracker will  also be available with clarity about
the relationship between the two projects, and access to the UK Tracker dashboard
for project members.



Logging in: 
Go to 'login' in the top right hand corner of the screen:

Existing members may use the same password they used on the old site.
New members will receive an email with a password and login username.

Once you have logged in you should be taken straight to your members area. 

To go to the main website simply click our logo or any of the menu options. 

If you have any issues logging in, email info@theworld100.com and we'll help you out.
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